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Network Digital Twins for 21st 
Century Wargaming 
 

Effective integration of professional wargaming in military force design, education, and 
training will be essential to charting our course in an era of strategic fluidity and rapid 
change. Wargaming is a set of tools for structured thinking about military problems 
within a competitive framework in the presence of that “thinking enemy” who lies at the 
heart of our doctrinal understanding of war. Successful military innovations of the past, 
from our own naval services’ development of amphibious warfare doctrine to 
Tukhachevsky’s formulation of “Deep Battle,” rested on a foundation of properly 
integrated wargaming. Effective wargaming must be harnessed within an integrated 
process of generating tangible, defensible results [1]. Generating these high-fidelity 
results for 21st century wargames require accurate modeling of networks and their 
behavior to correctly predict scenario outcomes.  

1 Why Network Fidelity Matters in Wargames  
While many wargaming simulators excel in platform mobility and behavior, most assume 
perfect communications and do not account for the threats and consequent degradation 
affecting network performance. When they do not assume perfect communications, they 
can rely on overly simplistic models using simple ranges or sacrificing communications 
fidelity for the sake of speed. In the future, military battles will increasingly involve efforts 
to affect information technology systems that are key components for communication 
and proper operation of weapons systems. Nearly every situation in modern warfare is 
dependent on timely communications, and when these are not accurately modeled, it 
leads to incorrect wargame conclusions. This creates the requirement for wargaming 
platforms to model true-to-life networking and communication effects as well as cyber 
attacks to support development of effective tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs). 
This would ensure that any impact from cyber vulnerabilities or poor network 
performance in a multi-domain battlefield can be accurately modeled and properly 
accounted for in determining the wargame’s outcome.  

2 What Is a Network Digital Twin?  
A network digital twin is a digital replica of the communication equipment, its operating 
environment, and the traffic that it carries. A network digital twin takes as input data  
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about network characteristics, the network traffic, and the environment, and it produces as output 
simulation-based predications of how the network behavior will be affected by those inputs [2]. This 
creates a low-cost and low-risk environment to study how the system or equipment will behave under a 
diverse set of operating conditions, including cyber attacks and degraded communications environments. 
For this, the network digital twin needs to have sufficient fidelity to accurately model the network aspects 
that can cause unexpected behavior in the network. This requires the network digital twin to accurately 
portray all the components that contribute to the network operation, including protocols, system 
configurations, network topology, physical environment, and application traffic as well as any cyber 
threats. Also, the network digital twin should be capable of faster than real-time operation to efficiently 
analyze what-if scenarios to investigate how the system behavior changes under different network 
configuration settings, varying traffic distributions, and diverse cyber threats.  

2.1 How do network digital twins relate to wargaming?  
To enhance the wargaming experience and value, live hardware and software applications can be 
interfaced with, or integrated into, a network digital twin and executed in real time. A network digital twin 
provides a realistic network platform for war games to model all aspects of the mission. The wargaming 
platform then handles the platform mobility and the kinetic missions while the network digital twin 
handles the underlying communication network and cyber effects.  

Testing cyber effects on live systems can be a time-consuming and challenging task. A network digital 
twin can be a cost-effective tool to assess cyber resilience of systems and missions represented in 
wargaming scenarios. Many of the challenges with cyber resilience testing can be overcome by using a 
network digital twin, such as:  

• Large-scale wargaming: It is difficult to deploy live large-scale wargame scenarios or missions 
due to time and resource constraints. Using a network digital twin, it is possible to recreate 
the whole or a segment of the scenario, making large scale wargames easier to conduct. This 
facilitates at-scale testing of new tactics and strategies for future conflicts.  

• Cyber threats: Network digital twins can make it easier to scale the scope of cyber resilience 
tests by allowing many cyber attacks, for example, vulnerability exploitation, virus/worm 
propagation, or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), to be executed on models without the 
risk of damaging or compromising the live system.  

• Extending a test: Oftentimes, post-test analysis and after-action review (AAR) identify further 
tests that could lead to a more thorough understanding of the system’s operation and 
potential means to mitigate threats. For example, the results of a test may highlight the need 
to investigate what might happen if a compromised system was removed from the network 
and traffic allowed to travel through an alternate route and the impact of this change on the 
flow of mission sensitive data. This test can be performed swiftly and with minimum effort 
when using a network digital twin.  

• Effective test planning: When using a network digital twin, multiple configurations or profiles 
can be examined to set a priority for tests or scenarios to run and help select the most 
effective scenarios.  

Network digital twin analysis can also integrate easily into machine learning (ML) and artificial 
intelligence (AI) to help bring the data and the context of the data together allowing the scenario 
designer to test alternatives and possibly find issues in the scenario before they arise. This can be done 
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using faster than real-time execution of the wargaming platform in conjunction with the network digital 
twin and feeding the results into a machine learning algorithm and allowing the algorithm to recommend 
modifications to the parameters being examined.  

3 Keysight Technologies’ Wargaming Interface  
Keysight Technologies’ network simulation/emulation platform EXata [3] provides an extensive library of 
network and cyber models and several semi-automated tools to create high-fidelity network digital twins. 
EXata also provides the capability to efficiently interface network digital twins with wargaming platforms. 
Using this interface, wargaming scenarios can be jointly run on EXata and many wargaming platforms in 
both autonomous and interactive modes.  

In autonomous or scripted mode, all actions of all platforms are pre-configured and do not require 
human input. This mode is useful when investigating what-if scenarios where multiple configurations, 
behaviors, or operational conditions are being examined; multiple pre-configured scenarios can be 
automatically run as a batch.  

In interactive mode, human actors, such as analysts or trainees, can interact with the scenario via a 
human-in-the-loop (HITL) interface and perform actions on scenario platforms that can impact how the 
scenario proceeds. This mode is particularly useful for training Red or Blue Forces: trainees can inject 
cyber attacks directly into the scenario (Red Force training) or respond to scripted cyber attacks by 
performing appropriate actions to ensure mission success (Blue Force training).  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Interface between Network Digital Twin and Wargaming Platform  
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3.1 Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) and High Level Architecture (HLA)  
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) [4] and High Level Architecture (HLA) [5] are IEEE standards for 
interfacing multiple simulation tools into a single, real-time simulation. DIS and HLA are widely used in 
wargaming applications, government and military simulations, and many other fields. DIS and HLA allow 
for distributed simulations where not all simulation platforms need to reside on the same host machine.  

Using Keysight Technologies’ Extractor tool, wargaming scenarios from DIS- or HLA-enabled 
wargaming platform, such as AFSIM or OneSAF, can be imported into EXata. Extractor creates a 
customizable EXata scenario, which contains a node for each entity in the wargaming scenario. This 
scenario can then be loaded into EXata or its companion 3D visualizer, Scenario Player, and run in 
conjunction with the external wargaming platform.  

DIS lays out the contents of different protocol data units (PDUs) that contain the information required for 
joint simulations. In a joint simulation, EXata reads the PDUs from the wargaming platform and acts 
accordingly. EXata reads position PDUs and updates the position of the appropriate node. When a 
communications PDU is received from the wargaming platform, EXata reads the PDU and transmits the 
data through the network digital twin. If the communication is successful, EXata relays the outcome 
back to the wargaming platform.  

HLA uses federation object models (FOMs) to support services for passing information using a publish-
subscribe architecture and information filtering. During the execution of the wargaming scenario, all 
application specific radio signals from the wargaming platform are routed through EXata where the 
communications effects are modeled. If the communication is successful, the wargaming platform 
receives a notification to process the message. EXata’s HLA interface also updates the position of the 
associated node in the EXata scenario based on the platform status and deactivates a node if it 
receives a damage state notification for the corresponding platform.  

3.2 Custom interfaces  
In addition to interfacing with wargaming platforms using DIS or HLA, EXata’s external interface API can 
be modified to allow the network digital twin to interface with an external simulator. For example, 
EXata’s interface to Command Professional Edition (Command PE) [6] uses Command PE’s Lua 
interface and database access to coordinate with Command PE. The EXata interface makes use of the 
Lua interface for platform movement by querying the interface for current Command PE entity positions 
and moving the EXata nodes to the specified coordinates. When Command PE writes a communication 
request to the SQLite database, the EXata interface reads the request, simulates the message transfer 
through the network digital twin, and relays the result (success or failure) to Command PE through the 
Lua interface.  

4 Use Case Scenario  

4.1 Description  
The scenario described in this section was developed using open-source information about potential 
United States Marine Corps and United States Navy concepts such as Expeditionary Advanced Base 
Operations (EABO). It is not intended to represent any actual Navy or Marine Corps operational plans.  
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On the island of Puerto Princesa is a high value airport and a U.S. Marine Corps Expeditionary 
Advanced Base. There are also two USMC Missile Battery Platoons on the north end of the island 
(Figure 2). The other Blue Force asset of interest is the Blue ship in the northern center of the map, 
which also contains a Blue rotary wing asset. The Red Force, in the form of a surface action group 
situated to the immediate east of the Blue ship, will engage the Blue Forces.  

The rotary wing asset takes off from the Blue ship and immediately begins to surveil the surrounding 
areas. As soon as the helicopter reaches a height where the sensors pick up the Red surface action 
group, it relays the locations of the Red surface action group to the other Blue forces. If the two missile 
battalions and the Blue ship can successfully receive this position information, they can engage and 
neutralize the surface action group.  

 

Figure 2. Command PE Scenario  

 

4.2 Running the Scenario  

4.2.1 In Command PE alone  
Command PE, like most other simulators, assumes perfect, zero-delay communication between entities. 
Therefore, when the scenario is run only in Command PE, as soon as the helicopter detects the Red 
surface action group, their location information is successfully and immediately received by the other 
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Blue Forces. As soon as this happens, the two missile battalions and the Blue ship engage the surface 
action group, ending the conflict.  

4.2.2 With the network digital twin  
Next, we built a network digital twin of the scenario in EXata (Figure 3) and connected it to the 
Command PE instance using a custom interface. This configuration allows for a deeper layer of analysis 
of the overall scenario as well as a more realistic communications analysis by running what-if scenarios.  

 

Figure 3. Network Digital Twin in EXata  
 
Advanced jammer characteristics, such as mobility, dynamic operations, or the use of steerable 
antennas, can also be modeled and their impact on Blue Force communications represented accurately.  

Impact of cyber attacks  

In the first what-if scenario using the network digital twin, the Red surface action group was equipped 
with a jammer. The jammer and wireless communication models in the network digital twin can 
accurately capture the effect of jamming attacks, such as signal degradation, which can cause delays in 
message transmission or even total communication breakdown. In this scenario, the jammer effectively 
kept the helicopter from communicating with either the USMC missile batteries or the USN ship. This 
resulted in the Red surface action group removing both the helicopter and the ship.  
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Impact of communication failure  

In the second what-if scenario, one of the USMC node’s communication was disabled, while the other 
was left alone. In this scenario, when the Blue helicopter detected the surface action group, the network 
traffic passed to only one of the missile batteries. This caused only one of the missile batteries to 
engage the surface action group. As a result, the entire group was not disabled and allowed the surface 
action group to destroy the helicopter.  

5 Summary  
An effective and resilient command and control system is critical to warfighting success in environments 
characterized by distributed operations across wide expanses of battlespace [1]. Critical to 
understanding in advance how effective and resilient any command-and-control system is to adversary 
action is the fidelity of its modeling in future wargames. Keysight Technologies’ EXata enables the 
network digital twin approach to adding the necessary fidelity to wargames and operational analysis.  
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